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Abstract
In participatory activities in the workplace, employees are invited to raise problems and suggest
improvements to the management. Although it is widely acknowledged that employees rarely
control decisions in these settings, little is known about the interactional resources that employees
and managers draw upon when negotiating consensus about which initiatives to pursue in the
future. We analyse interactions from participatory meetings in an industrial setting in relation to the
topic of work shoes, showing how the participants orient to both their relative deontic rights (e.g.,
who can suggest and decide on initiatives) and epistemic rights (e.g., who can define a situation as
problematic and assert what can be done about it). The analysis suggests that besides their low
deontic status, employees’ fragile epistemic status constitutes an important but overlooked
challenge to achieving improved working conditions through the participatory activities.

Keywords
Conversation analysis, epistemics, deontics, participation, workplace health, safety and well-being,
problem and solution work.
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Introduction
In recent years, a shift has occurred in relation to how workplace participation is conducted in many
organizations: while representational and union-based forms of participation used to be the norm in
many countries, an increasing number of organizations have implemented regular activities in
which employees are invited to voice problems related to work or suggestions for changing existing
work practices directly to the managers (Busck et al., 2010). In the EU, for example, almost half of
the participating employees in a recent survey study reported frequently being involved in deciding
improvements of the work organisation or work processes (Parent-Thirion et al., 2017). Typically,
these participatory activities are inspired by practices adopted from the field of human resource
management (Heery, 2015) and consist of meetings or talks among employees and their managers
(Freeman, 2007; Kersley et al., 2005).
However, some have argued that the increasing reliance on direct forms of participation
constitutes a form of sham (Markey and Knudsen, 2014), since in practice, both the overall
participatory schemes and the concrete activities they comprise are typically controlled by the
management and do not necessarily provide employees with the ability to control decisions, or
even with increased decision authority (Hardy and Leiba-O’Sullivan, 1998; Johnstone and Ackers,
2015). As a result, it has been questioned whether direct participation in its most common forms
allow employees to secure their health and well-being in the long run (Busck et al., 2010).
The criticism of direct participation implies that since the outcomes of participatory
activities are ultimately out of the employees’ control, the way they engage in the activities holds
little practical impact. However, the actual interactions between employees and managers in
participatory settings have so far received little research attention (Garner, 2013). Thus, this study
aims to contribute to our understanding of participatory activities in the workplace by describing
important features of how interaction in these settings is organized. More specifically, we address
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the research questions: how do the participants’ orientations to their relative deontic and epistemic
rights in the setting (such as the rights to make decisions or make claims about a problem) shape
the outcomes of participatory activities in the workplace?
In recent years, epistemics and deontics have been the subject of a growing number of
studies in the conversation analytic (CA) tradition, both in the workplace and in other settings
(Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2014; Stevanovic and Svennevig, 2015) i. The CA approach focuses on
how the trajectory of an interaction develops on a turn-by-turn basis as a joint production, based on
the participants’ visible orientations. On this basis, CA studies have made a number of contributions
to the understanding of organizational discourse, including highlighting how organizational features
such as hierarchy, though often taken as given, are in practice talked into being (Asmuß and
Svennevig, 2009; Boden, 1994). In this study, we apply CA in an analysis of audio recordings of
participatory meetings in a Danish manufacturing context. Thereby, we aim to demonstrate how the
outcomes of participatory activities are not only shaped by circumstances external to the interaction,
but also very much by the negotiations that take place between employees and managers in the
setting.

Direct participation and power
In the organizational participation literature, discussions of the power differences between
employees and the management have featured prominently (Busck et al., 2010; Donaghey et al.,
2011; Heery, 2015). However, the focus has predominantly been on structural understandings of
power, which frame the management as able to exercise control over the employees due to the
ability to determine pay or working conditions, and ultimately hire or fire. For example, in relation
to the shift towards direct participation, a topical shift has also occurred from issues such as pay,
work hours or recruitment practices towards local, daily work, including health, safety and well-
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being matters (Busck et al., 2010; Harley, 2014; Nielsen et al., 2010). While it has been argued that
direct participation is better suited than representative participation for addressing the often diverse
problems and concerns that employees have in specialized workplaces (Schuler and Namioka,
1993), the change towards direct participation has also been described as a result of
“mainstreaming” (Hasle et al., 2016) whereby participation is increasingly framed as a strategy for
managing certain issues from a technical approach and less as a means to democratize decisions in
the workplace (Heery, 2015). The notion that the influence available to employees through
participatory activities is controlled by the management at an overall level is also promoted by the
escalator model of participation (Marchington and Wilkinson, 2005), which suggests that
participatory schemes can be meaningfully categorized according to whether employees are merely
informed of changes in the workplace (the first step), are able to communicate with managers about
the changes, are consulted, or are allowed to co-determine or control decisions (the ultimate step).
However, the model does not address the possibility that the employees’ degree of influence might
depend on the situation or issue, and neither does it consider the employees’ strategies for
influencing their situation.
In addition to the decision-making rights accorded to the employees, it has been argued
that it is important for employees in participatory settings to hold relevant information, which can
empower them by putting them in a “better position to make or influence decisions to maintain or
improve performance” (Appelbaum et al., 1999: 240; see also Harley, 1999). Akkerman and
colleagues state that “without information, employees cannot really participate” (2015: 15).
However, the tendency has been to view relevant information as a resource that is controlled by the
management (Appelbaum et al., 1999; Hardy and Leiba-O’Sullivan, 1998), and thus another
extension of the structural understanding of power outlined above. In addition, information is often
viewed as an object of sorts that managers should transmit to their employees, and where
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participation similarly provides employees an opportunity to pass information back to the
management (e.g., Detert and Burris, 2007).

The understanding of information as a resource and an object is problematic because it overlooks
the inherent indexicality of information and the active meaning-making processes that are crucial to
communication (Axley, 1984). For example, it has been shown that what “counts” as information in
relation to situated organizational decision-making is not given a priori, but rather a subject of
negotiation within the interaction, for example in relation to what constitutes a problem or a
relevant solution (Boden, 1994; Cooren, 2007; Samra-Fredericks, 2010). In contrast to how power
is typically conceptualized in the participation literature, a pragmatically oriented interactional
perspective holds that power does not shape the interaction from without, but must be actively and
conjointly enacted in the setting. For example, Hutchby describes power as “a set of potentials
which, while always present, can be variably exercised, resisted, shifted around and struggled over
by social agents” (Hutchby, 1996: 495). Understood this way, power and authority is instantiated in
specific interactional asymmetries.

Asymmetries in interaction: the deontic and epistemic orders of interaction
While asymmetries in interaction, such as the differential rights to ask questions or control the
interactional agenda in institutional interaction, have been studied since the 1970s and 80s, deontics
has proliferated as a topic in its own right through the substantial theoretical development that has
occurred in recent years in relation to research on such topics as offers and requests (Clayman and
Heritage, 2014; Curl and Drew, 2008), directives (Craven and Potter, 2010) and threats (Hepburn
and Potter, 2011). The deontic order concerns how speakers display public orientations to their
socio-moral rights and obligations in relation to requesting, deciding or performing actions, as well
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as to the rights of other interlocutors or non-present third parties. Such displays index the speakers’
deontic stance relative to the other participants, whereby the speaker may implicitly or explicitly
claim a privileged right to direct others’ actions, or to have their actions directed. These stances are
oriented to by the interlocutors as being rooted in a certain deontic status, which reflects the
speakers overall position in the domain relative to others. The gradient between the participants’
statuses is for example indexed in the degree of entitlement implied by the speaker to have others
act as desired, or whether the speaker orients to contingencies in the recipients’ ability to perform
the requested/directed action or not (Craven and Potter, 2010).
In many cases, speakers’ deontic stances are relatively congruent with their statuses, so that
organization members who hold a higher formal position in the organizational hierarchy, for
example, would also display a high degree of entitlement to having their requests followed by
subordinates. However, this is not always the case: superiors may take downgraded deontic stances
in order to “do” egalitarian leadership in interaction (Svennevig, 2011), and, as Stevanovic and
Peräkylä argue, “speakers with low authority sometimes can try to inflate their authority with more
assertive directives” (2014: 91). However, without the deontic status to back them up, such
incongruently strong stances run the risk of being challenged by the other participants. In relation to
participatory activities, we would expect the deontic order to be attended to by the participants
when negotiating the employees’ rights to present suggestions for future initiatives, or deciding
whether to implement a given initiative, for example.
In addition to the deontic order, interlocutors orient to their relative rights and obligations to
hold and present information, or epistemics (Heritage, 2013; Stivers et al., 2011). Fundamental to
socioepistemic analyses of interaction is the observation that in many situations, interlocutors will
have different degrees of access to some epistemic domain, and they visibly orient to their rights to
claim and present knowledge about this domain in the interaction. Thus, similar to the deontic
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order, each interlocutor can be said to hold an epistemic status which can be claimed or indexed
through the deontic stances they take: for example, while initiating a description with “I think”
typically is taken to mark a downgraded stance, “certainly” instead typically marks an upgraded
stance. Areas where speakers are usually oriented to as having a superior epistemic status, or
authority (Heritage and Raymond, 2005), are typically in relation to their own thoughts, feelings,
sensations or experiences (Heritage, 2012; Landmark et al., 2015). In addition, epistemic authority
can also be claimed in relation to various topics on the basis of expertise or other forms of access
associated with membership of social categories, such as “doctor” (Raymond and Heritage, 2006).
However, struggles can arise between speakers about their relative epistemic statuses
(Mondada, 2013), for example when experience- and expertise-based forms of authority are in
conflict (Heritage, 2013). Furthermore, like for the deontic order, claiming too high a status through
one’s stance leads to a risk of others addressing the incongruence in the interaction and the speaker
being held accountable (Heritage and Raymond, 2005; Mondada, 2013; Raymond and Heritage,
2006). In this way, speakers “patrol and defend” their relative statuses in the interaction (Goffman,
1971, cited in Heritage and Raymond, 2005: 34). In relation to participatory workplace settings, we
would thus expect the epistemic order to be especially relevant in relation to the reports of events or
experiences that the participants provide when discussing their current working conditions or
evaluating suggested initiatives for improving employee health, safety and well-being, for example.
In discussions of what constitutes problems in the workplace and who are responsible for
them, participants orient to both the epistemic and deontic orders and the potential interplays and
ambiguities between them (Angouri and Bargiela-Chiappini, 2011). For example, Stevanovic and
Peräkylä (2014) show how speakers can invoke their epistemic authority about some matter to
defend their deontic status when it is potentially challenged. However, they also acknowledge that
when one’s deontic status is defended through references to one’s epistemic status, one might find
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oneself overruled by others with an even higher deontic status, who might, for example, announce a
decision without orienting to the knowledge held by those with a lower deontic status. Thus, in
some cases, a more detailed understanding of the interaction can be reached by considering such
interplays.

Methods
The CA approach
CA is considered to have been founded by Sacks, who presented what became the basic tenets of
this approach during his lectures in the 1960s and 1970s (Sacks, 1992). CA is fundamentally
concerned with how social interaction is organized, how various actions are produced and
recognized, and how the parties manage the various problems that can arise, such as ambiguity,
misunderstanding or disagreement. While Sacks’ ideas were initially developed mainly by his close
colleagues, CA has since grown into a research field covering a wide range of interactional
phenomena (Stivers and Sidnell, 2012).
A defining feature of the CA approach is basing the analysis on the interlocutors’ visible
concerns and orientations. Here, CA studies derive benefit from a basic feature of all interaction:
since no expression (verbal or otherwise) can fully provide for its own interpretation (i.e., they are
indexical), the main way speakers can know whether an utterance, for example, has been
understood as intended is by observing the recipient’s response. If so, the speakers are said to have
coordinated intersubjective understanding. If, however, a response is provided that is not fitted to
the action that the original expression was meant to index, various means are available to the
speaker to try and repair the lapse of intersubjectivity (Kitzinger, 2012). This next-turn proof
procedure (Sacks et al., 1974) means that analysts can attend to how expressions are interpreted and
reacted to in the given situation, and how the interaction progresses as a result.
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One major branch of CA research has addressed interaction in institutional settings,
including in the workplace. Although interaction in these settings displays many of the same
features as everyday talk (Drew and Heritage, 1992), one characteristic of workplace interaction is
how participants often orient to their different role categories, such as manager and employee, and
the rights and obligations that are tied to these categories, even when such roles are not topicalized
explicitly (Asmuß and Svennevig, 2009; Larsson, 2017). However, as indicated above, these rights
and obligations must be enacted locally, and thus, the interactional asymmetries that arise because
of how they are enacted are effectively talked into being. In this study, we focus on how
asymmetries arise on the basis of the participants’ orientations to deontics and epistemics, and how
these asymmetries shape the outcomes of discussions in participatory settings.

The data
The data for this article were collected in connection with a research project in which a series of
participatory activities were conducted in Danish manufacturing organizations. Denmark, along
with a number of other Scandinavian and Northern European countries, is generally recognized as
having a relatively high degree of participation in the workplace (Parent-Thirion et al., 2017),
although the manufacturing sector is thought to contain lower degrees of employee involvement
than many other sectors (Eurofound, 2013). Thus, the overall context for the data collection can
neither be said to be exceptionally favourable or unfavourable to employee participation.
Danish occupational health and safety regulation requires all workplaces to perform regular
risk assessments with participation from the employees, which often takes the form of meetings or
others forms of direct dialogue with managers. The intervention activities studied here primarily
deviated from such meetings through the presence of an external process facilitator, who chaired the
meetings according to guidelines set out by the research group. Besides both authors participating in
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the overall research group and as observers in a number of meetings, the first author participated in
22 meetings as a facilitator (though not in the meeting sequences presented in this article).
The meetings were typically attended by 6-10 employees who worked together on a daily
basis, either as semi-skilled machine operators or skilled maintenance staff. The employees each
participated in three three-hour meetings, whose agendas focused on (1) identifying problematic
and positive circumstances in the work environment, (2) developing actions plans for how the local
work environment could be improved, and (3) following up on whether these action plans were
implemented as expected. Action plans were developed according to a template and subsequently
placed on a kaizen board in the participants’ work area, allowing the participants to monitor
implementation progress (see, for example, von Thiele Schwarz et al., 2017).
In practice, all three meetings featured discussions of both problematic aspects of the work
environment and what could be done about them. While initially transcribing and reviewing our
data, we noticed how the participants presented various descriptions and evaluations of the work
environment as being problematic, along with a number of suggested solutions to these problemsii.
The process of negotiating some form of consensus among the participants in relation to the
candidate understandings and suggested initiatives often spanned long stretches of conversation.
Among approximately 98 hours of audio from 36 meetings which were collected, we here focus
discussions in relation to one exemplary topic: work shoes. While the findings we present here
could likely be encountered for a number of different health, safety and well-being issues, we focus
on work shoes since these were raised as a problem throughout the data and because of how the
participants’ discussions in relation to this topic illustrate important points about epistemics and
deontics in participatory settings. Still, in order to provide a more detailed analysis, we have chosen
to select only a few sequences from two meetings for presentation here.
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Though video data could have contributed to a more detailed analysis of how the
participants draw on various modalities in their interaction, only audio was recorded due to the data
originally being collected as background information for other, less interaction-focused analyses. In
developing this analysis, we worked from the audio recordings and transcripts in conjunction,
collecting excerpts of interaction where participants discussed work shoes. These excerpts were
then analysed following a conversation analytic approach in order to attend to both how
understandings are coordinated on a turn-by-turn basis, how the participants orient to the epistemic
and deontic orders in their utterances, and how these orientations shape the overall trajectory of the
interaction. The excerpts were transcribed using a simplified Jefferson style (Jefferson, 2004, see
appendix for legend) and are presented here in their translated form. All names have been changed
to ensure participant anonymity.

The meeting setting
All meetings were held in meeting rooms at the worksite. The facilitator would chair the meetings,
following loosely a pre-set agenda. The major part of the interaction in the meetings consisted of
discussions among the employees and their manager in relation to health, safety and well-beingrelated aspects of their work or the facilitator interviewing the participants about such topics in
order to progress the risk assessment, action planning or follow-up tasks of the meetings. There
were no pre-set boundaries regarding which initiatives could be suggested or decided on, but
participants had to secure the necessary approvals and funding within their organization; no
economic or practical support was provided by the research team. In the meetings, all participants
(except the observers) would be seated around the same table in order to facilitate discussions
within the group. The names and formal work roles of the interlocutors featured in the excerpts are
presented in table 1.
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*** Insert table 1 about here ***

Analysis
As the upcoming excerpts are rich, the analysis will focus on main points that are specifically
relevant for this article. The first three excerpts are taken from a meeting in a plastic packaging
company, demonstrating some fundamental aspects of what can be called the participants’ “problem
work” and “solution work” and how these interrelated activities are shaped by the participants’
orientation to deontics and epistemics. The remaining excerpt focuses on more complex aspects of
this relationship and is taken from a meeting in a pharmaceutical company. We note that although
the participants in the excerpts could be said to engage in the activity of decision-making, our focus
here is not on the decisions themselves or the moment where they are formulated or announced
(Clifton, 2009) – events which may never actually occur (Huisman, 2001). Instead, we attend to the
participants’ negotiations of what can be considered a problem, what causes it, what can be done
about it and more generally: whose opinion counts in these discussions?

Problem and solution work and their epistemic and deontic foundation
In excerpts 1 and 2, the participants are sitting around the meeting table and have just finished
making notes on paper handouts which they have before them. The handouts contain various
symbols representing different aspects of the work environment. Amelia, a process facilitator, is
interviewing the employees about which aspects of the work environment they have marked as
problematic (“red”) or helpful (“green”).
Excerpt 1
1
2

Amelia:

3

Amelia:
Noah:

4

°yes° (0.6) other things? (0.6) down here
(1.5)
⌈socially mentally bodily ⌉
⌊e::h I ha::ve (.)
⌋⌈down by
⌉=
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Max:
Noah:
Oliver:
Amelia:
Max:
Amelia:
Max:
Oliver:
Max:
Amelia:
Noah:

⌊pftj.h a- tha:t⌋
=the bottom there >there I have written footwear<
⌈yes⌉
⌊yes⌋
yes footwear I have put that here ⌈over by
⌉=
⌊is it red or green?⌋
=by concrete floor
⌈it is red⌉
⌊it is red⌋
.h
°very red°

The excerpt begins with Amelia asking the participants to report their markings, mentioning various
areas of the handout as examples of topics the employees may have addressed (l.3). One employee,
Noah, responds with a report that he has written footwear at “the bottom” of the template (where the
category of “bodily” circumstances is one of the featured categories), and two other employees,
Oliver and Max, affiliate (Stivers et al., 2011) with Noah’s response (ll. 7 and 9), though Max adds
that he had marked footwear elsewhere (“by concrete floor”). In partial overlap with Max, Amelia
asks if the employees have marked footwear as being “red” or “green”, thereby ratifying their
response as relevant, and Oliver and Max both answer “red” in overlap, with Noah providing an
upgraded evaluation (“very red”) shortly after (l. 15). We note that several employees respond to
Amelia’s question, and this shared access to the floor for the employees is characteristic of
participative decision-making interactions (Baraldi, 2013). The circumstance that the employees’
responses are produced in a minimal, immediate manner suggests that the agreement between the
employees’ stances is mutually expected – in contrast, a response that was delayed or softened (such
as “well, to me...”) could have indicated an orientation towards potential disagreement (Pomerantz,
1984). However, the general absence of softeners or pauses here also implies a high epistemic
stance for the employees, while Amelia positions herself as not-knowing through her questions.
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As a form of shorthand, we refer to the interactional activity involving the facilitator’s
questions and the employees’ descriptions of “red” circumstances as a form of “problem work”
(Francis, 1995) that is oriented towards mutually constructing a formulation of what constitutes
health, safety and well-being problems for the employees in their work setting (i.e., the ‘states of
affairs’, Huisman, 2001: 75). Evaluations (such as those made of the shoes) and attributions of
problems to certain features of the work environment (such as the concrete floor), as well as
affiliative and disaffiliative responses to such utterances, constitute key action elements of this
work, which will also surface in the remaining excerpts.

In the next excerpt, which follows immediately after Excerpt 1, the participants’ problem work
shifts into a related activity which we gloss as “solution work”, corresponding to Huisman’s point
that participants in decision-making episodes orient to building “commitment to particular future
states of affairs” (Huisman, 2001: 75). Action aspects of the participants’ solution work which
feature here are suggestions of candidate solutions, assessments of the viability of these
suggestions, assessments of the relative merits of different suggestions, and affiliative and
disaffiliative responses towards these assessments.
Excerpt 2
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Amelia:
Oliver:
Amelia:
Max:
Teddy:
Oliver:
Max:

25
26
27

Oliver:

a:nd why is it that?
(1.3)
they are not good enough the shoes
⌈no? ⌉
⌊°no°⌋
twelve hours on a concrete floor then=
=yes so: those
(1.4)
and maybe one could have soles a little more often
⌈or insoles or
⌉
⌊well well well I⌋ bloody do not believe those shoes I
mean you can get some ⌈shoes⌉
16

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Teddy:
Oliver:
Teddy:
Oliver:
Teddy:
Noah:
Oliver:
Teddy:

⌊well ⌋ if we must keep the shoes we
have now=
=yes=
=>but< then then we really should have new ⌈soles⌉=
⌊yes ⌋
= more often=
=yes=
=but would it not be better to get some shoes which
really worked out for us?
>well< I believe that would also be cheaper in the long
run

Here, Amelia first asks why the shoes were marked as red, to which Oliver accounts that the shoes
are “not good enough”, while a fourth employee, Teddy, once again mentions the concrete floor of
the production area as potentially contributing to the footwear problem, as well as the employees’
12-hour shifts. The discussion proceeds with Max self-selecting and stating that the employees
could perhaps receive new insoles more often (l. 24). It is notable that Max’s turn is formatted in a
somewhat ambiguous way, presenting an assessment of the chances of having new insoles, but also
implying that new insoles could alleviate the problem, and thus making the insoles relevant as a
candidate solution (Stevanovic, 2011). If viewed as an assessment, the epistemic domain is made
relevant, and Max’s use of downgraded terms in his suggestion (i.e. “maybe” and “a little more
often”, l. 24) suggests that the prospects of securing an agreement with the management are
uncertain. When understood as a suggestion, the deontic aspect is highlighted, indicating that Max
is taking a downgraded deontic stance in relation to his team leader, Finn, who is also present and is
in a position to potentially facilitate this agreement. Thus, we here see an ambiguity between the
epistemic and deontic domains (Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2014).
Continuing our analysis, we see that Finn does not reply here, as Oliver takes the next turn.
The first part of his turn is truncated, but the “well” preface and the first part of a negative
assessment (“I don’t believe those shoes”) marks it as a disaffiliative response towards Max’s turn.
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Furthermore, by addressing the quality of the shoes, rather than the prospects of having insoles,
Oliver seems to orient towards the suggestion aspect of Max’s turn and its adequacy for alleviating
the “red” shoes. The rest of Oliver’s turn is also truncated, but formatted as the first part of an
assertion about other shoes, which, like Max’s last turn, can be heard as an implicit suggestion (“I
mean you can get some shoes”). We note that the unhedged character of Oliver’s partial assessment
and his previous negative evaluation of the shoes (l. 18) both work to index a high epistemic stance
in relation to defining the shoes as the problem.
Teddy’s next turn orients to Oliver’s turn as another suggestion and also provides a “well”prefaced disaffiliating response, suggesting the premise that the employees may have to keep their
current shoes (ll. 28-29). After an alignment token from Oliver (l. 30), Teddy affiliates with Max’s
suggestion of having new insoles. Oliver and Noah both answer “yes” (ll. 32, 34), yet Oliver’s
following question (ll. 35-36) strongly projects an acceptance of his argument that getting new
shoes would be preferential. Teddy offers a somewhat softened assessment (“well I believe”, “that
would”) which affiliates with Oliver’s stance, providing an economical argument for changing the
shoes.
In relation to the notion of solution work, we wish to make two points: first, it is not made
explicit at this point why the shoes are described as “red” by the employees, although Noah’s
registration of the issue as a “bodily” problem and Max marking the shoe problem next to “concrete
floor” suggests slightly different problem understandings. Similarly, although Max’s suggestion (l.
24) is topically related to Oliver and Teddy’s problem description (ll. 18, 21), it does not explicitly
address either the quality of the shoes or the concrete floors. However, the lack of consensus around
one formulation of the problem does not prevent the participants from engaging in further
discussions of potential solutions, as the excerpt demonstrates. Second, Max (ll. 24-25) and Teddy
(ll. 28-29, 37-38) both orient towards the ambiguity surrounding whether getting new shoes would
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be a viable solution, or if some economical argument might be invoked to challenge the suggestion.
Thus, though the employees overall take quite strong epistemic stances towards their various
problem descriptions, the matter of which solutions are potentially available is less certain and
perhaps out of the employees’ control. While Finn could either provide his assessment of the
prospects of receiving new shoes/insoles, or respond to Max and Teddy’s turns as suggestions,
Finn’s silence leaves it to the employees to instead continue the discussion for now, based on their
own assessments of whether getting new shoes is viable.

The next excerpt follows shortly after the first two. Here, we turn to how the participants’
differential rights to claim knowledge in relation to different epistemic domains shape the process of
negotiating candidate problem and solution constructions. The employees are discussing how
footwear problems might influence the well-being of the employees in a wider sense when the
employees’ manager, Finn, presents an assertion about the work shoes:
Excerpt 3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Noah:
Finn:
Amelia:
Finn:
Oliver:
Noah:
Arthur:
Finn:

=and everything begins from the feet up as you know i:t=
=I just want to ⌈say we
⌉=
⌊that's the thing right⌋
= say we certainly do not buy cheap shoes
no: they are ⌈bloody no no
⌉
⌊nono but I don't⌋ the soles are=
=but they are in the cheap ⌈end
⌉
⌊we have⌋ we have gone up in
quality ⌈several ⌉ times=
iii
M.E.?
:
⌊( )
⌋
Noah:
=°yes°
Finn:
those shoes they have been selected
Amelia: °yes°
(1.0)
Amelia: but I mean one could say then .h=
Max:
=but then perhaps you should rather get soles every
⌈third⌉ or=
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Finn:

⌊yes

⌋

In this excerpt, Finn takes the floor and describes the work shoes currently sourced by the company
as being “not cheap”. Finn’s assertion addresses the employees’ candidate problem construction
from Excerpt 1 and 2 (voiced by Oliver) that the quality of the shoes is inadequate, but also attends
to the “complainability” of the shoes (Schegloff, 2005). Negative evaluations of work shoes or other
aspects of their work environment are not necessarily responded to as morally implicative
complaints, for example in the form of excuses or rejections. However, as Schegloff writes,
interlocutors who are cast as possible agents of complainables sometimes orient towards this aspect
of speaker’s talk in their own turns, even when the transgressive aspect of their actions is merely
alluded to or inferable. Thus, Finn could be said to address the normative implications of the
employees’ problem work, and specifically the hearable implication that the company’s choice of
work shoes has been more motivated by cost than concern for the employees. In addition, Finn
takes an upgraded epistemic stance (“certainly”); as a middle manager with a long history in the
organization, Finn holds privileged knowledge about the price of the work shoes, and this privileged
epistemic access is indexed here.
Next, Oliver and Noah indicate agreement with Finn’s assertion in overlap (ll. 4-5), thereby
distancing themselves from the normative position alluded to by Finn, while Arthur recycles Finn’s
“not cheap shoes” description into shoes from the “cheap end”, providing an assessment which does
disagreement with Finn. Arthur’s assessment is not attended to by Finn, however, who in partial
overlap with Arthur reports that the company has “gone up in quality several times”. After an
alignment token from Noah, Finn asserts in line 12 that the shoes have been “selected”, thus again
addressing the potential complainability of the shoes. In these turns, Finn’s superior epistemic
stance is indexed through the direct and minimal way his announcements are presented (Heritage
and Raymond, 2005).
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Towards the end of the excerpt, Amelia minimally aligns with Finn. Her next turn (l. 15)
comes after a short pause and is prefaced by “but I mean”, both features which indicate that a
dispreferred response is upcoming in relation to Finn’s assessment. However, her turn is cut short
by Max, who repeats his suggestion to change soles more often, to which Finn affiliates. Several
points are interesting about these last turns: for one, by focusing on insoles in his suggestion, Max
sidesteps the thorny issue of the work shoes’ quality as he once again shifts the discussion from
problem to solution work. Second, Max’s suggestion can be heard as an upshot of Finn’s previous
utterances (Heritage and Watson, 1979), and it is once again marked with a downgraded stance, this
time more clearly in the deontic domain (“perhaps you should rather get”, l. 16), and responded
positively to by Finn, who thereby claims entitlement to assess the suggestion.
Overall, the excerpt thus suggests that even without having coordinated consensus around
one formulation of the problem, the group is able to work towards a decision on how to formulate
its suggestion. This is in line with how Huisman (2001) has described that participants in decisionmaking episodes sometimes fluctuate between building consensus around formulations of the
current states of affairs and commitment to future states of affairs. However, we also see that
managers’ ability to challenge the employees’ problem descriptions can work to close off certain
potential solutions from being discussed further. In the excerpts, the management is oriented to as
holding the deontic status to choose which suggestions to accept and which to refuse, in spite of the
“participatory” character of the setting.

Challenging the employees’ epistemic stance in areas where they hold primacy
The management’s ability to challenge employees’ problem descriptions may not only be based on
areas where the management would be expected to hold epistemic primacy, such as economic
matters, but also stretch into areas that employees are normally thought to hold privileged access to.
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This is demonstrated in the next excerpt, which is taken from a meeting in a pharmaceutical
company. Here, the employees jointly constructed various foot problems as the result of ill-fitting
shoes, a complaint they had also voiced outside of the workshop. The employees were required to
wear the shoes after a managerial decision that employees could only use certain models of safety
shoes from one specific supplier. In the excerpt, the employees’ health and safety representative,
Beth, is discussing how some non-present members of the management have questioned the
employees’ problem formulation by claiming that only employees from the present department
complain about their shoes, despite all departments having the same selection to choose from. The
argument implies an expectation that if the new work shoes were the source of the employees’ foot
problems, the management would have also received complaints from employees in other
departments.
Excerpt 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Beth:

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

F.E.?:
Beth:
Beth:

F.E.?:

well I mean I- (.) I personally feel (.) that that I mean
hh I certainly can’t ignore as a health and safety
representative that those shoe problems exist I simply
can’t eh because it takes up so much attention e:hm and
it doesn’t just take up attention in your team it also
takes up attention in many of the other teams ehm ˚a:nd
a:nd˚ and what I’d like very much as a health and safety
representative that is for the management to (.) like
open up and say there really IS a problem here in ((the
department)) eh and it might be that the others don’t
have the problem (1.0) I’m a little indifferent about
that because I can both SEE your feet
⌈>I just about said<⌉=
⌊hehe
⌋
=cause I’ve been shown I don’t know how many feet
((others giggle))
plus we’ve also heard from (.) the foot lady that she has
never had as many patients before as she does now >that
that that< there IS a problem in ((the department))=
=hm=
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Beth:
Tim:
Beth:
Tim:

Beth:
Tim:

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Daniel:
Daniel:
Katie:
Daniel:

=and I would very much like that that if that that I mean
if the management=
=˚yes˚=
=acknowledged ⌈( )
⌉
⌊I still just think⌋ it’s thought-provoking
that (1.0) the same thing has been implemented all over
the joint right=
=yes ⌈you’re totally right you’re totally right⌉
⌊why is it then just ((this department)) ⌋=
=⌈it’s⌉ just like interesting I think that it=
⌊it ⌋
=it isn’t
it really ⌈isn’t ⌉
⌊because⌋ when the rest of us are sitting around
chatting around town and we know a lot of people out in
the factories there’s lots who have problems out there as
well but if you ask then then then people will say there
is not that’s what the management will say there’s no
problems we haven’t heard anything (.) where’s the filter
then?

In the excerpt, Beth argues that she cannot ignore “those shoe problems”, accounting for her
stance by self-categorizing as the employees’ elected health and safety representative, and
thus suggesting that she holds a form of role-bound obligation to bring up such issues
(Jayyusi, 1984). She next reports that the problem “also takes up attention in many of the
other teams”, thereby doing disagreement with the argument provided by members of the
management. Beth next requests that the management acknowledge the employees’ problem
formulation regarding the shoes, taking a somewhat downgraded deontic stance: for one, the
request is marked with low entitlement (“I’d like very much”) and accounted for through
another reference to her role as health and safety representative (ll. 7-8). Furthermore, she
orients to the contingency posed by the management’s claim that the problem isn’t found in
other departments (ll. 10-11). However, she also challenges the relevance of this contingency
by reporting her own experiences with (and thus direct epistemic access to) employees
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showing her their feet (ll. 12, 15), and through a paraphrased report from the “the foot lady”,
seemingly a professional who employees at the worksite consult about foot problems, but
whose job title or organizational affiliation is not accounted for in the recordings. The “foot
lady” is thus invoked here as an expert with subject-specific epistemic authority to warrant
Beth and the employees’ problem formulation.
Beth next seemingly begins reiterating her request that the management acknowledge
the employees’ complaints, to which Tim, the employees’ line manager, aligns (l. 23) before
starting a turn in overlap with Beth. Here, Tim describes it as “thought-provoking” and
“interesting” that while the rules have been implemented “all over the joint” (ll. 25-27),
complaints or problems are encountered on in their department (ll.29-30) . Tim thereby
affiliates with the claim previously presented by the management, while at the same time
providing an account for his lacking affiliation with the employees’ problem definition and
Beth’s requests. By claiming access to the content of Beth’s request, but not expressing
agreement with Beth’s arguments, Tim’s utterance projects what can be called a non-decision
(Stevanovic, 2012).
In spite of Tim’s disaffiliation, Beth expresses alignment in overlap with Tim,
suggesting that she knows and accepts Tim’s argument as relevant. However, Daniel and
Katie disaffiliate with Tim’s argument. Daniel then takes a long turn accounting for his
disalignment, referencing informal chats with other employees outside of the workplace as
the epistemic basis of his counter-claim and posing the question: “where’s the filter then?” (l.
39-40).
Two overall observations are relevant in relation to this fourth excerpt: first, Beth’s
requests to “the management” makes a reply from Tim (as a manager) potentially relevant,
similar to some of Max and Teddy’s utterances in Excerpt 2. However in this case, the
request is addressed by the line manager. It can be stipulated that the employees’ somewhat
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ambiguous suggestions and requests constitute a practice whereby employees intend to
potentially recruit their team leader to take action (for example by raising the matter with
other members of the management) while reducing the risk of flat-out rejection that would
have been inherent if a more direct suggestion or request been expressed. Second, both Beth
and Tim orient to the management as being entitled to decide whether to ratify the
employees’ problem formulation or not. However, in the excerpt, Tim neither provides an
alternative account for the employees’ foot problems, nor suggests alternative solutions to
sourcing new shoes, indexing a superior deontic status relative to the employees.

Conclusion
Though a number of studies have focused on power in participatory decision-making, both
within the workplace (Hardy and Leiba-O’Sullivan, 1998; Heery, 2015) and elsewhere
(Cooke and Kothari, 2001; Farkas, 2013), little research has explored how participants
negotiate what can be considered a problem and what they can do about it. Based on a
conversation analytic approach, the present study contributes to discussions of power in
participation by demonstrating that even at the “micro” level of problem and solution work,
the possibilities that employees are ostensibly given for influencing their working conditions
in participatory settings might be challenged due to asymmetries in the epistemic and deontic
interactional domains. Indeed, both of the teams studied here chose to pursue a somewhat
“minimal” solution at a later point (the insoles as opposed to different or additional shoes in
the first three excerpts and sourcing different work shoes for the specific team as opposed to a
general rollback to using the previous shoe-supplier in the fourth).
The analysis offers several contributions to discussions of workplace participation.
For one, we have shown how employees’ problem and solution formulations are actively
constructed in interaction. This is in contrast to how much of the literature on participation
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tends to take what employees wish to voice as fixed, instead attending to “transmission”
problems such as whether this content is actually voiced and whether it is accepted by its
targets (Axley, 1984; Hardy and Leiba-O’Sullivan, 1998; Morrison, 2011). Even in relation
to a seemingly mundane topic such as work shoes, the analysis showed working towards
some degree of consensus around formulations of their current state of affairs and committing
to pursue particular future states of affairs involved the presentation and negotiation of
various competing problem constructions and candidate solutions, each of which projected
somewhat different outcomes for the activities. On the basis of our analysis, it can be
suggested that incurring change through participation might prove difficult in cases where the
participants’ ability to coordinate consensus around one suggested remedial action problems
is challenged, for example for circumstances which are not recognized as problems by the
management or by some portion of the employees. This could be the case for a substantial
portion of potential health and well-being issues in the workplace (Busck et al., 2010).
Second, both epistemics and deontics were shown to play a key role in the
participants’ problem and solution work. Although concern has been expressed over
ascriptions of epistemic status in interactional analyses (e.g., Lindwall et al., 2016), we
believe that an analytical orientation to epistemics and deontics is both methodologically
viable and highly relevant for elucidating how asymmetries arise in interaction. For example,
in the excerpts, epistemic access in relation to certain topics was invoked to support or
question various problem formulations for both employees (in relation to private bodily
sensations), managers (shoe cost and previous managerial decisions), health and safety
representatives (similarities between problems experienced by different groups of employees)
and outside experts such as “the shoe lady” (professional assessment of the employees’ foot
status). In addition, the participants drew upon various inferential practices rooted in
epistemics in their argumentation, such as the management’s claim to know that the problem
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only occurred in one department in Excerpt 4, or Daniel’s reasoning that since the employees
knew the problem also existed elsewhere, those cases must not have been taken into account
by the management when arguing that the problem only existed in one department.
While relevant and sufficient information has often been named as a prerequisite for
employees to effectively engage in voice (Appelbaum et al., 1999; Harley, 1999), the
excerpts provided here suggest that an adequate epistemic status is also required; specifically,
a status which is recognised by those the information is presented to. Since the employees
generally take a low deontic stance relative to the management, both throughout the excerpts
provided here and in the rest of the data set, holding a high epistemic status as an employee in
relation to the work aspects being discussed may be a main resource in having one’s voice
heard. However, neither epistemic primacy nor the support of “experts” may be sufficient to
secure that one’s problem construction is heeded by the management and acted upon, as the
analysis shows. Relatedly, we stipulate that wanting to avoid a direct rejection may be one
reason why the employees in the four excerpts provided here often chose to present their
suggestions in a mitigated way which did not strongly project an affiliative response from
their line managers (see also Stevanovic, 2011).
On a final note, it seems relevant for further studies of interaction in participatory
settings to consider how the participants’ orientations to complainability shape their
discussions and potentially the decisions that about future action. Besides how Finn strongly
disaffiliated with the hearable moral aspect of the employees’ negative evaluations of the
work shoes in Excerpt 3, it could be argued that both Beth and Daniel in Excerpt 4 address
the moral aspect of how the management has handled the employees’ complaints by implying
that relevant information about the employees’ complaints is being dismissed or withheld.
Insofar as the participants orient to the management as having potentially failed to
demonstrate care for the employees’ health and well-being, this would present another
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problem aspect to be negotiated in the interaction besides the more “technical” discussions of
what causes a given problem to arise and how it can be solved (see, for example, Semmer et
al., 2019). However, the analysis indicates that such matters are delicate and that it may be
highly challenging to establish agreement around the employees’ perspective in these types of
settings.
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Transcription legend
(2.5)

A pause of 2.5 seconds

(.)

Very short pause

⌈⌉

Overlap, top section

⌊⌋

Overlap, bottom section

[]

Unhearable (text in brackets indicates a guess)

°

Utterance is spoken at a low volume

=

Latching speech

><

Enclosed utterance is at a higher pace

:

Sound is elongated

.h

Inbreath (“h” indicates hearable outbreath)

-

Speech is cut off

(( ))

Anonymized, or transcriber’s comment

?

Upward intonation

Table 1. Participants in the excerpts and their formal work roles
Excerpt 1-3

Excerpt 4

Name

Role

Name

Role

Amelia

Meeting facilitator

Beth

Employee (elected as the
employees’ health and safety
representative)

Arthur

Employee

Daniel

Employee

Finn

Line manager

Katie

Employee

Max

Employee

Tim

Line manager

Noah

Employee

Oliver

Employee
33

Teddy

i

Employee

Stevanovic and Peräkylä’s framework also includes the emotional order of interaction,

however, we have chosen to focus on the epistemic and deontic orders and their interplay in
this article.
ii

This feature of our data seemed to parallel how problem formulations are also described as

a key topic of discussion in other “therapeutic” contexts, such as psychotherapy (Madill et al.,
2001), sex therapy (Crow, 1986) and neighbourhood mediation (Stokoe, 2011).
iii

The fact that most meetings had 6-8 employees seated at the table means that short

utterances or utterances with a low volume in some cases cannot be attributed confidently to
one speaker. These utterances are marked as “M.E.?” or “F.E.?” for unidentified male or
female employee.
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